Some modern Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) architectures and standards are based on the dual model-based architecture, which defines two conceptual levels: reference model and archetype model. Such architectures represent EHR domain knowledge by means of archetypes, which are considered by many researchers to play a fundamental role for the achievement of semantic interoperability in healthcare. Consequently, formal methods for validating archetypes are necessary. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in exploring how semantic web technologies in general, and ontologies in particular, can facilitate the representation and management of archetypes, including binding to terminologies, but no solution based on such technologies has been provided to date to validate archetypes. Our approach represents archetypes by means of OWL ontologies. This permits to combine the two levels of the dual model-based architecture in one modeling framework which can also integrate terminologies available in OWL format. The validation method consists of reasoning on those ontologies to find modeling errors in archetypes: incorrect restrictions over the reference model, non-conformant archetype specializations and inconsistent terminological bindings. The archetypes available in the repositories supported by the openEHR Foundation and the NHS Connecting for Health Program, which are the two largest publicly available ones, have been analyzed with our validation method. For such purpose, we have implemented a software tool called Archeck. Our results show that around 1/5 of archetype specializations contain modeling errors, the most common mistakes being related to coded terms and terminological bindings. The analysis of each repository reveals that different patterns of errors are found in both repositories. This result reinforces the need for making serious efforts in improving archetype design processes.
Introduction
The lifelong health history of a patient recorded in electronic format represents her Electronic Health Record (EHR). Several technological approaches have been proposed for representing and exchanging EHRs and for capturing EHR data in the last decades. Many of these technologies are based in the dual-model architecture [1] . OpenEHR [2] and ISO EN 13606 [3] follow this architecture which defines two conceptual levels: (1) reference model; and (2) archetype model. The reference model defines the set of entities that form the generic building blocks of the EHR such as organizational data structures (e.g., folder, section) or datatypes (e.g., text, quantity). It contains the non-volatile features of the EHR, so clinical information is defined at this level. On the other hand, archetypes define how to represent clinical concepts in the form of structured and constrained combinations of the entities contained in the reference model, so knowledge in the EHR domain is defined at this level. They refer to clinical concepts, such as blood pressure or exam of the chest, and represent EHR knowledge in the healthcare domain. HL7 CDA [4] is also considered a dual-model architecture that specifies the structure and semantics of clinical documents by means of the so-called templates. CEM (Clinical Element Models) [5] pursues the definition of detailed clinical models that retain ''computable meaning when data is exchanged between heterogeneous computer systems'' in a dualmodel approach.
In the last decades, many efforts have been put on the achievement of semantic interoperability in healthcare to promote patient safety and to increase the quality of care [6] [7] [8] . The final report of the SemanticHEALTH project [6] and many researchers consider that archetypes should play a fundamental role in the achievement of semantic interoperability in healthcare and that archetypes should be the clinical knowledge unit exchanged by clinical systems in order to process the clinical data of the patients. The interest in archetypes was reinforced by the decision of CIMI [9] of using them, so researching and improving this technology becomes fundamental.
In order for archetypes to be successful and useful, its quality has to be assured. Archetypes are usually expressed using the Archetype Definition Language (ADL) [10] . This is a generic, syntactic language which can be used for writing archetypes for different EHR standards. The requirement of formal methods for validating the design and content of archetypes has been identified in [11, 12] . ADL parsers usually check the compliance of the archetype with respect to the ADL grammar. Archetype editing tools would be then expected to provide methods for guaranteeing the consistency of the archetypes. So far, very few archetype authoring tools implement such techniques. The most significant case is the Link-EHR editor [13] , which defines and implement an algebraic formal framework for archetype validation. This required a great development effort since methods or tools from the ADL community were not available for reuse. Such effort also lacked of a representation of archetypes that could help to detect, for instance, inconsistencies in the terminological bindings associated with archetype terms. Addressing such issue in ADL settings would require another specific development.
Given that archetypes have been considered a way of modeling clinical knowledge in the EHR domain, there has been an increasing interest in recent years in exploring how semantic web technologies in general, and ontologies in particular, can facilitate the representation and management of archetypes. This idea is reinforced by the relevance of the links with terminologies in archetypes and the ongoing efforts for providing a better link between terminologies and ontologies [14] . Exploring such relations has been a major research goal of our research group in the last years. First, we addressed the representation of archetypes based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [15] , aiming to improve the management of clinical archetypes. The EHR domain of dualmodel architectures was represented by OWL ontologies and archetypes were transformed into individuals of such ontologies. In this way, semantic operations, such as classifications and searches, could be efficiently performed over archetypes. Such representation handled archetypes as data objects and demonstrated its usefulness for supporting interoperability processes [16, 17] . However, the development of archetype validation methods for such representation required an effort comparable to non-semantic approaches. The representation of archetypes using OWL has been approached in other ways. In [18, 19] archetypes are expressed as OWL classes rather than individuals. This representation allows for processing EHR extracts as individuals of such OWL classes, but they did not support validation operations.
In this work, we use OWL-DL, which is the OWL sublanguage with a correspondence with Description Logics (DL) [20] . DL is a family of knowledge representation languages that permits integrating archetypes, information models (the reference model) and terminologies in one modeling framework. This is especially relevant because information or reference models deal with EHR data structures and terminologies deal with models of meaning [21] . On the one hand, OMG has developed the proposal ODM (Ontology Definition Metamodel) [22] that supports the bridges between software engineering modeling languages, such as UML, and knowledge representation languages, such as OWL. Reference models are usually defined as UML models. On the other hand, terminologies are models of meaning in the medical field that can be represented as ontologies or, at least, using ontology languages. In particular, SNOMED-CT is available as a DL ontology in OWL.
Archetypes have not been the unique EHR technology which has taken advantage of OWL and ontologies. OWL has been used for different purposes with HL7 technologies. An ontology architecture for HL7 V3 is discussed in [23] and an OWL-DL ontology for HL7 RIM is presented in [24] . Besides, OWL representations of SNOMED-CT and CDA have been used to validate CDA documents [25] . In such effort, CDA documents were represented as OWL individuals. On the other hand, an OWL metamodel for representing Clinical Element Models has been proposed in [26] . This approach attempts to be able to represent clinical data as OWL individuals.
Ontologies have also been proposed for the alignment of HL7 V2 and V3 applications [27] .
Hence, we believe that an ontology-based representation of archetypes capable of supporting validation would certainly be very useful for several reasons, including quality assurance. First, ontology models would be used for a proper representation of clinical knowledge, and this would facilitate the development of efficient knowledge management methods. Second, the combination of advanced ontology models, such as OWL, with reasoning techniques would certainly reduce the effort required for implementing quality assurance and validation methods.
In this work we present an OWL-based process for validating the consistency of archetypes and for supporting the implementation of archetype quality metrics. Such process will address the following requirements: (1) the inconsistencies of archetypes with respect to the reference model and base archetypes will be identified; (2) the development effort will be reduced by using state of the art OWL technologies; and (3) the consistency of the terminological bindings in archetype specializations will be evaluated. This method will use an OWL representation for archetypes which will represent terminological bindings, and the consistency checking method will exploit the possibilities of OWL reasoning, so reducing the development effort.
Next, the structure of the paper is described. In Section 2, background information about archetypes and OWL is provided. The methods for representing archetypes and validating archetypes using OWL will be presented in Section 3. Section 4 will describe the software tool that implements the methods and the results of the analysis of two publicly available archetype repositories. Finally some discussion and conclusions are provided in Section 5.
Background

Archetypes
Archetypes are detailed, domain-specific definitions of clinical concepts in the form of structured and constrained combinations of the entities of a reference model [1] . They refer to clinical concepts, such as blood pressure or exam of the chest, and represent EHR knowledge in the healthcare domain. As mentioned, the ISO EN 13606 and openEHR communities specify them using ADL, which can express archetypes for any reference model in a standard way. The openEHR community is more active in terms of archetype authoring and the most important repositories of archetypes are for such standard: the Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM) of the openEHR Foundation [28] ; and the repository supported by the National Health Service Connecting for Health Program [29] .
An archetype can include other archetypes and can be used in combination to form templates [30] . These usually correspond to screen forms, printed reports and, in general, complete application-level information to be captured or sent. Moreover, archetypes are envisaged as guides for clinicians. An archetype is organized in three sections, namely, header, definition and ontology. The header section contains metadata about the archetype such as authorship or description. The definition section includes concept descriptions by means of constraints on entities of the reference model in a tree-like structure. Finally, the ontology section has the terminological definitions of the concepts included in the definition section. The terminological definition can be textual or it can be bound to terminologies such as SNOMED-CT [31] or LOINC [32] .
The archetype formalism offers two constructs for reusing definitions, namely, internal reference and archetype slot. The former allows for including an archetyped concept in different associations with particular occurrences. Slots facilitate archetype composition by allowing large data structures to be flexibly constrained via the hierarchical reuse of smaller archetypes. According to the definition provided by openEHR [33] , a slot is a point in an archetype structure where a special constraint is used to specify other archetypes that may be used at that point. Therefore, the meaning of an archetype slot is to connect archetypes, and it is expressed by a regular expression pattern on the archetype identifier.
The archetype development process mainly consists of translating a clinical concept to entities of a reference model and constraining those structures to define data capture and presentation requirements of EHR data. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual model that represents the clinical concept ''examination''. Its intuitive interpretation is that an examination has a series of components which are: normal statements, a clinical description, a series of findings, and a series of images. In addition to this, each finding has its details.
Such conceptual idea needs to be represented now as an archetype. The abstract view of the openEHR archetype ''examination'' is depicted in Fig. 2 , whereas its full definition in ADL is available in the CKM repository. The root concept Examination is represented by means of a CLUSTER, which is a data structure that allows to define compound concepts by means of the items attribute. Simple concepts are expressed as ELEMENTs. Every concept has an identifier (e.g., at0000 for Examination) that is used to define its meaning in the ontology section.
Concepts in archetypes are characterized by the number of instances that can be part of the association they belong to. This property is known as occurrences and it is defined by a range of integers that may not have an upper limit. For example, Clinical Description is optional and there must be at most one instance (0..1).
Multivalued attributes (e.g., items) may be restricted in different ways. First, the cardinality of the attribute can be constrained by a range of integers. For example, an instance of Examination is associated at least with one instance (1.. ⁄ ) of concepts through the attribute items. The second constraint defines the order of the instances in terms of the concepts defined in the association. Finally, repeated instances might be allowed in multivalued attributes.
Data are stored in primitive structures such as text, date or quantity. Those structures are contained in ELEMENT entities. Fig. 2 shows that Clinical description is represented as a text and Images is a multimedia data that only allows images in png, gif and jpeg formats.
In the ''examination'' archetype, Detail is specified by an archetype slot that allows archetypes definitions of clinical concepts such as Auscultation, Inspection or Palpation.
An archetype can be defined as the specialization of another one. This relationship does not mean reuse of the definitions as in object-oriented modeling, but it is a compliance relationship. In this way, if an archetype B specializes an archetype A, then all EHR extracts that are compatible with the archetype B must also be compatible with the archetype A. Fig. 3 depicts part of the conceptual model of the ''examination of fetus'' clinical concept, which is defined as a specialization of ''examination''. It specializes the root concept, Examination, and Findings for recording specific data about fetus position, presentation and so on. In addition, it introduces new concepts (Lie of the fetus and Station).
OWL
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [34] was designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things and relations between them. OWL has a formally defined meaning and it can be considered a general-purpose modeling language. OWL modeling results are called ontologies. An ontology is a set of precise descriptive statements about a domain of interest, which consists of classes, properties, individuals and axioms.
Classes primarily represent sets of individuals that have something in common. In OWL, the membership of an individual to a class is not exclusive, although the disjointness of classes can be explicitly declared. Subclass axioms are used to model class hierarchies, and equivalency axioms stand for classes that represents the same sets, and therefore are considered semantically equivalent. A subclass axiom establishes a subsumption relation between the classes involved. This means that the instances of the child class must be instances of the parent one.
Relationships between individuals are specified by means of properties. Every OWL property has a subject or domain and an object or range. OWL properties are classified in two groups: object properties that relate individuals to individuals; and datatype properties that assign data values to individuals. In OWL2, new datatypes can be created by constraining or combining existing ones. Datatypes can be constrained via facets or just by enumerating the data values accepted. Moreover, properties can also be organized in hierarchies. Properties also have characteristics associated. For example, a functional property allows an individual to be linked to at most one other individual through such property.
Property constraints permit defining complex classes. Cardinality restrictions specify the number of individuals involved in the restriction. Existential and universal quantification restrictions can be associated with a property. An existential quantification means that every individual of the domain has to be linked to at least one individual of the range through such property, but additional links with individuals of other classes are allowed. A universal quantification means that in case an individual of the domain has links through such property, it can only be linked to individuals of the range. An OWL ontology might also contain annotations which are not part of the logical meaning of an ontology. OWL also enables to import and reuse other ontologies. Finally, classes, properties and instances can be identified by IRIs.
The meaning of ontologies in OWL is assigned by using two alternative semantics: Direct Semantics and RDF-based Semantics. The main difference between both semantics is that Direct Semantics is based on Description Logics (DL) [20] . However, all inferences drawn using Direct Semantics remain valid in RDF-based Semantics. OWL uses the open-world assumption which means that a fact not present in an ontology is not considered false (closed-world assumption), but missing. OWL provides a series of profiles that are designed for particular scenarios, such as modeling large biomedical ontologies, among which OWL-DL is the most popular because it is based on Description Logics. For instance, the OWL EL profile improves reasoning performance at the cost of disallowing some axioms such as disjuntion or the universal quantification on properties. Finally, the reasoners are software tools able to verify the consistency of ontologies and infer new knowledge. Fact++ [35] , Hermit [36] and Pellet [37] are the most popular DL reasoners. Reasoners are able to detect unsatisfiable classes in an ontology. An unsatisfiable class is one which cannot (logically) have any instances. An unsatisfiable class does not make an OWL ontology inconsistent, but this usually indicates some kind of bad modeling. An instance of an unsatisfiable class is what makes the ontology inconsistent.
Methods
As it has been mentioned, archetypes are built by defining restrictions over the entities of the EHR reference model. Therefore, an OWL-based representation of both reference models and archetypes is needed. Then, the validation process consists of reasoning on those ontology models in order to find incorrect restrictions over the reference model, non-compliant archetype specializations and inconsistent terminological bindings in specializations.
Representation of the reference model in OWL
In dual model-based EHR standards, the reference models are usually expressed using UML class diagrams. We have applied the Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) specification [22] to represent such UML models in OWL, following these rules:
UML classes are transformed into OWL classes. The attributes of UML classes are OWL properties. If the type of the attribute is a UML class, then it is represented as an OWL Object Property, otherwise it is an OWL Datatype Property. The domain of the property corresponds to the class the attribute belongs to, and the range is the attribute type. The cardinality of the attribute is taken into account for declaring the OWL property as functional. If the attribute is not multivalued then the property is functional. Inheritance relations between UML classes are transformed into SubClass axioms. Sibling classes in the reference model are disjoint, therefore disjoint axioms are added in OWL. Inherited attributes are also represented by properties and declared as subproperty of the parent attribute's property. Finally, if the attribute is mandatory, its associated subclass of constraint is existencially quantified. Fig. 4 shows the ITEM hierarchy of the openEHR reference model [38] . The UML representation is shown in the left part, whereas the OWL representation of the openEHR class CLUSTER is shown in the right part using the OWL Manchester Syntax [39] . The first axiom defines that a CLUSTER is a type of ITEM.
Then, the class includes a property restriction on the attribute name that makes that property mandatory. Since ELEMENT is also a type of ITEM, their disjointness is defined by the last axiom. The multivalued attribute items of CLUSTER is represented as an object property since its type is the class ITEM. The property name is formed by the name of the container class (CLUS-TER) and the attribute name (items). Note that including a property restriction for that attribute in the class definition is not necessary because its cardinality is 0.. ⁄ . Finally, the attribute name is inherited from ITEM and represented as a datatype property, which is functional (an instance can only be associated at most with one value), its range is a string, and that is a subproperty of the ITEM's name property. It is worth noting that the cardinality of the attribute name is 1..1 and that constraint is spread in the class definition (CLUSTER) and the property definition (CLUSTER_name).
Representation of archetypes in OWL
An archetype constrains the entities of the reference model. Such constrained entity represents a specialization of that entity of the reference model. The constraints are applied to the attributes defined for each entity: range, cardinality, and so on. In this way, each constrained entity is defined by means of an OWL class in which the corresponding constraints are defined. Note that OWL allows to combine the reference and archetype models in the same modeling framework, in which archetype definitions are based on reference model classes. Therefore, there is no modeling boundary between the reference model and archetypes beyond the modular organization of ontologies [40] : archetype ontologies import the reference model ontology.
The definition of the class associated with the root concept of the archetype ''examination'' is shown in Fig. 5 . The name of the class combines the name of the reference model class (CLUSTER) and the concept identifier (at0000). The textual name of the concept is obtained from the ontology section and annotated in the class to make it easy to edit or visualize the ontology. This class is defined by an equivalency axiom, which contains the following subaxioms:
All constrained classes are subclasses of ARCHETYPED_CLASS, which defines the properties shared by all archetyped concepts. The class of the reference model that is constrained (CLUSTER). The class that represents the meaning of the concept (CONCEPT_at0000). The constraints on attributes. In this example, only the attribute items is constrained.
This definition provides the support for the reasoning techniques to be detailed later. Briefly speaking, the validation process consists of finding subsumption relationships between concepts, what takes the meaning into account. The CONCEPT classes play a fundamental role for this issue, and such classes are mutually disjoint and only represent abstract concepts.
Most archetype constraints are applied to multivalued attributes (e.g., items). These constraints always comprise order and uniqueness. For that purpose, the following pairs of classes are declared disjoint: (ORDERED, UNORDERED) and (UNIQUE, NON_UNI-QUE). The definitions are expressed as universal quantification on the property and the corresponding class.
Concept occurrences are constraints of the attribute they are associated with, and are expressed as property cardinality restrictions. In the archetype ''examination'', the concepts Normal statements, Clinical description and Findings can appear at most once in the association. Note that a cardinality constraint for the concept Images has not been defined since its occurrences are unbounded. The cardinality of the attribute is also represented in the same way, but using the range of the property (the ITEM class is the range of items property).
In case of defining an archetype that specializes another one, the OWL classes are generated similarly. No formal relationship is established between concepts and their specializations. In fact, using a subclass axiom is not enough for checking the consistency of definitions.
As mentioned, definitions can be reused in archetypes by means of internal references and archetype slots. Given that OWL classes are referred by IRIs, the representation of the internal reference does not require any specific modeling construct. Regarding archetype slots, the OWL property from_archetype is used to bind an archetype slot with the candidate archetypes.
Datatypes
Data in EHR extracts are represented by classes that allow to represent from simple values (e.g., integer) to complex values (e.g., quantity measurement). These classes are named datatypes, but they are not primitive types. For instance, the openEHR DV_TEXT datatype is defined in XML as a complex type with six fields. The openEHR Foundation provides the Archetype Profile [41] that includes support classes for easing the definition of constraints for a number of datatypes. Such support classes are taken into account to process archetype constraints. In any case, the major issue for processing datatype constraints has been constraining primitive types such as integer or string. OWL2 has added new axioms to constraint XML simple types. The representation of datatypes in OWL is based on these axioms.
Next, the constraints on the main datatypes and its representation in OWL are explained. For the sake of clarity, the examples are illustrated using openEHR datatypes, and the property names are referred by its simple name (e.g., value) instead of the full name (e.g., DV_TEXT_value). Simple datatypes comprise only a value of primitive type (e.g., integer). In OWL, their values can be constrained by a facet restriction or an enumeration of values. Table 1 shows examples of these constraints.
One of the most significant datatypes is coded text. In the running example, the archetype specialization ''examination of fetus'' uses a new concept Lie of status that is a coded text restricted to three codes defined in the local ontology of the archetype (at0.5, at0.6 and at0.7), which stand for longitudinal, transverse and oblique, respectively. These local codes can be further bound to external terminologies such as SNOMED-CT. Table 2 shows the OWL representation of this concept. Table 2 also includes an example of constraint on quantity values that are common in the EHR domain. The concept Station of ''examination of fetus'' defines a value in centimeters (units ''cm''), in the range À5.0 and 5.0, and 0 decimals of precision. Moreover, in order to distinguish the meaning of quantities, openEHR introduces a code set in which the code 122 means length. An ontology with these codes is defined and used with the openehr prefix.
Checking archetype consistency
This section describes how the consistency of the archetype is checked by means of OWL and reasoners. An archetype is consistent if its set of constraints defined over the reference model and the parent archetype are valid. The types of errors addressed by the validation method presented in this section are, namely, incorrect definitions over the reference model, and inconsistent archetype specializations.
Incorrect definitions over the reference model
This type of error means an incorrect use of reference model entities and inconsistent restrictions over the reference model. On the one hand, an archetype might constrain classes and attributes that are not included in the reference model. This type of error should not be understood as a syntactic error in the definition of an archetype, because ADL parsers are agnostic with regards to the reference model, but archetype authoring tools should detect and prevent them. In openEHR, an example would be to restrict the attribute data of a CLUSTER, because such attribute is not defined for clusters. On the other hand, an archetype might define incorrect constraints over the reference model. For instance, it is a modeling error to define a CLUSTER that constrains the range of the attribute items to boolean values, instead of the appropriate data structure according to the reference model, that is, CLUSTER or ELEMENT. In our representation, all the classes in the reference model ontology are subclasses of RM_CLASS and properties derive from RM_PROPERTY. Given this modeling decision, an archetyped concept is consistent if its definition is inferred to be subsumed by RM_CLASS. The first column of Table 3 shows a class definition using entities of the openEHR reference model (CLUSTER and CLUSTER_items). If CLUSTER had not been defined in the reference model ontology, the definition of CLUSTER_1 would be valid in OWL but the reasoning process would not infer that it is an RM_CLASS. Similarly, properties constrained by archetypes conform to the reference model if they are subsumed by the reference model (RM_PROPERTY). The second column of Table 3 shows the definition property for the attribute items of the class CLUSTER constrained in CLUSTER_1 definition. Note that using CLUSTER_1_items instead of CLUSTER_items in the definition of the class CLUSTER_1 (see the first column of Table 3) would not permit to infer the subsumption relation because the fact that two properties have the same definition does not force them to be equivalent in OWL.
The second issue is to detect the definition of inconsistent constraints over the reference model. In this case, a class that is not consistent with respect to the reference model is unsatisfiable in OWL. Let us suppose an archetyped concept based on a CLUSTER that constrains the range of the attribute items to the type DV_BOOLEAN, instead of using CLUSTER or ELEMENT. Under these circumstances, the definition of the class would become unsatisfiable according to the CLUSTER definition in the reference model (see Fig. 4) .
Therefore, checking the consistency of an archetype against a reference model is based on the capabilities of OWL-DL reasoners of infer subsumption relationships and detect unsatisfiable classes.
Inconsistent archetype specialization
The detection of inconsistencies in specializations is a major challenge in the process of developing archetypes. The specialization of archetypes does not imply inheritance but the definitions in the specialized archetype have to be consistent with the parent ones. For instance, if the occurrence restriction for a multivalued attribute has been set to mandatory for a concept in the parent archetype, the definition of such concept in the specialized archetype has to be compatible, in this case, mandatory too. The semantics of archetype specialization is that every class of the parent archetype must subsume one class of the specialized archetype, except for the optional classes not defined in the specialized archetype. Thereby, checking the consistency of a specialization consists of checking whether the reasoner infers those subsumptions.
The method processes the concepts of the parent archetype and searches for subsumed concepts of the specialized archetype. Since each concept definition is bound to a unique concept (e.g. CONCEPT_at0000), only one concept of the specialized archetype can be subsumed. This strategy, despite being effective, has one practical drawback. The reasoner does not provide much information about the causes of the inconsistency because all the constraints associated with a concept are part of its class definition. For this reason, we have enhanced the OWL representation with support classes for each atomic constraint, since most constraints are independent of each other (e.g., order and uniqueness of attributes). These support classes are also bound to the archetyped concept so that a constraint in the parent archetype is violated if the reasoner does not infer that the associated support class subsumes a class of the specialized archetype. Consequently, detecting inconsistencies in archetype specializations is based on the subsumption inferences obtained by reasoners that are processed in two phases, namely, finding inconsistent archetype concepts and then identifying the inconsistent constraint. Fig. 6 depicts the two phases of this process for the ''examination'' and ''examination of fetus'' archetypes. First, inconsistent concepts are detected and then those concepts are analyzed for identifying precisely the errors. Each 'X' describes a situation of error, that is, the parent class does not subsume the class in the specialized archetype. In Phase 1, an error is reported because ''abdominal findings'' is not subsumed by ''findings''. The explanation to this error is provided by Phase 2. In the example, the order constraints of both concepts are contradictory (i.e. ordered and unordered). So the reason for the non-subsumption is that the ''Order'' constraint for ''abdominal findings'' is not subsumed by the ''Order'' constraint for ''Findings''.
In summary, this method is able to identify the following errors in specializations:
Cardinality of attributes. This error is detected when the ranges of cardinality in a specialization relationship are inconsistent. For example, if the archetype ''examination'' sets the cardinality of the attribute items of the root concept to 1.. ⁄ , then a child archetype would be not consistent if it redefines such cardinality to 0..
⁄
. In addition, the violation of cardinality-occurrence constraints are detected at concept level, that is, the combination of all occurrence constraints are non-compliant with the cardinality of the attribute. For example, the sum of the minimum occurrences of the concepts is greater than the maximum cardinality. Number of occurrences of a concept associated with another concept by means of an attribute. In the running example, allowing multiple instances of the concept ''Abdominal findings'' (at0003) in the archetype ''examination of the fetus'' would be a modeling error, since the constraint in the parent archetype means to have at most one occurrence. Order of instances associated with a concept through a relationship. For instance, the order of the concepts defined under the root of the archetype ''examination'' is not relevant (unordered attribute), so an specialization archetype cannot demand the order of such concepts. Uniqueness of instances, that is, whether the multiple association of two instances is allowed. For example, the concept ''Images'' (at0004) of the archetype ''examination'' is a component of an association that allows the repetition of instances (non-unique attribute). Such constraint is questionable for ''Images'' but no specialized archetype can restrict this definition (i.e. unique attribute). Type of attributes: it happens when there is an incorrect type substitution in the definition of an attribute and, in particular, wrong constraints of datatypes in ELEMENT containers. This inconsistency is frequent in archetype modeling and it is further explained in Section 4. Slot: the set of allowed archetypes in a slot does not subsume the definition in the child archetype. For instance, the ''Detail'' concept (at0006) is a slot in the archetype ''examination'' and is defined by openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.auscultation (-[a-zA-Z0-9_]+)⁄.v1. This regular expression means that the slot accepts archetypes of type CLUSTER whose name contains the text ''auscultation''. This constraint would be violated if the archetype ''examination of fetus'' forces the ''auscultation'' to be defined as an OBSERVATION instead of a CLUSTER.
Consistency of terminological bindings in specializations
The technical consistency of archetypes is a requisite for being used in health information systems. In this work, we have proposed a representation of archetypes in OWL-DL that allows us to check archetype consistency from a technical dimension. Archetype consistency checking is based on analyzing the inferences obtained by OWL reasoners. In other words, the accuracy of the knowledge representation supports the method for checking the consistency. Following this principle, the OWL-based representation of archetypes can be extended in order to provide archetype quality metrics.
In this section we explain a method for evaluating the quality of terminological bindings in archetype specializations. Note that the quality of terminological bindings is out of the scope of the archetype modeling formalism and it is based on the assumption that a terminological binding is correct if it is compatible with the binding of the parent definition. This quality metric has been implemented for SNOMED-CT and it is part of the archetype analysis.
As mentioned, the ontology section of archetypes includes terminology bindings of concept identifiers with concepts of terminologies such as SNOMED-CT or LOINC. Given the OWL representation stated in Section 3.2, terminological bindings can be included in the class definition associated with the archetyped concepts. Our representation of terminological bindings requires the target terminology, or a subset of it, to be available in OWL. Note that concept codes are processed according to the last version of the terminology. Fig. 7 shows the root concept of the archetype ''examination'', which is bound to the concept 425044008 of SNOMED-CT, that is, Physical exam section. The only difference with the definition presented in Fig. 5 is the introduction of the terminological concept in the equivalency axiom. Thereby, terminological bindings are processed as any other archetype constraint, in other words, a wrong binding would make the reasoner not to infer the subsumption between parent and child definitions and the error would be reported in the second phase of the checking process.
Let us explain an example of inconsistent terminology binding taken from the CKM repository. The root concept of the archetype ''Heart rate'' is bound to the concept SNOMED-CT 364075005 (Heart rate). This archetype is specialized by the archetype ''Heart rate pulse'' whose root concept is bound the SNOMED-CT code 248627000 (Pulse characteristics). Such binding makes the specialized archetype inconsistent. The inconsistency arises from the relationships of both SNOMED-CT concepts, since 248627000 is an ancestor of 364075005 (see Fig. 8 ), so the binding is contradictory with the archetype definition.
Dealing with large terminologies is challenging for most OWL-DL reasoners. SNOMED-CT includes more than 300,000 concepts. Thus, in order to improve the performance of the process, only the minimal subset of SNOMED-CT concepts necessary for this checking are used. Such subset consists of the following SNOMED-CT concepts: (1) the SNOMED-CT concepts bound to the archetype under validation; (2) the SNOMED-CT concepts bound to the ancestor archetypes; and (3) the SNOMED-CT ancestors of the concepts added in (1) and (2). The use of this subset is supported by the fact that terminology concepts are only necessary in this task for finding subsumption relationships between archetyped concepts. Fig. 8 depicts the subset of the SNOMED-CT concepts selected for the purpose of validating the archetype ''heart rate pulse'', which specializes ''heart rate''.
Results
In this section, we present the main results of our research. The first result is a software tool that is available online and which implements the methods described in the previous sections. The second result is the use of the method and the tool to analyse the specialized archetypes of the CKM and NHS repositories.
Archeck
Our method for checking the consistency of archetypes has been implemented in Archeck, available at http://miuras.inf.um. es/archeck. Consistency errors are precisely reported according to the concept identifier and attribute used in the ADL archetype. The tool has been implemented in Java and makes use of the openEHR Java tools [42] . Ontologies are processed with the OWL API [43] and we have used Hermit [36] as reasoner because, to the best of our knowledge, it was the only reasoner that supported the datatype constraints necessary for archetype validation by the time of this work. Fig. 9 depicts the web interface of Archeck. In order to check the consistency of a given archetype, Archeck has to be provided with all the necessary archetypes in ADL format (left side of the figure). By necessary we mean the archetype and its ancestors. The validation report shows the archetype modeling errors found by concept and attribute and provides links to the OWL representation of the archetypes.
Evaluation of the repositories
Our study has used the archetypes available in the Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM) [28] and the NHS [29] repositories (October 2012). In particular, we have focused on evaluating the specialized archetypes of both repositories (CKM: 81 archetypes, NHS: 212 archetypes). These repositories permit to download the archetypes in ADL, which is the appropriate input format for Archeck. The NEHTA repository [44] has not been included in this study because of its reduced number of specialized archetypes (see Table 4 ).
A summary of the results is presented in Table 4 . All the archetypes were found correct with regard to the reference model since archetype authoring tools check this kind of error, which is an expected result. However, specialization errors were found.
Most errors are due to constraint violations in ELEMENTs datatypes. In order to analyze the results, we have split ELEMENTs datatypes errors in the following categories:
Coded text replacement. The specialized archetype uses the datatype DV_TEXT instead of CODED_TEXT. Note that the opposite replacement is correct. Incompatible codes. The code set defined for a concept in the archetype specialization is not subsumed by the parent's one. For instance, the archetype ''examination of fetus'' defines the concept ''Lie of the fetus'' as a CODED_TEXT that allows the code set (Longitudinal, Transverse, Oblique). Then, a specialization of such archetype cannot extend the code set (e.g., adding Border layout) or allow any code (e.g. local:: constraint). Quantity constraints. The constraints applied to the attributes of the DV_QUANTITY datatype are not consistent with those of the parent archetype. For example, the archetype ''examination of the fetus'' includes the concept ''Station'' with DV_QUANTITY datatype, restricting the measure to the interval À5.0 to 5.0. This constraint would be violated if an specialized archetype defines a range of values not included in such interval. Other datatype replacement. It includes wrong datatype substitutions, such as a DV_TEXT for a DV_COUNT.
There is also another category which reports attribute constraint violations due to wrong structural definitions in the archetype. This category is labeled as Misplaced concept. In the running example the archetype ''examination'' declares the concept ''Detail'' (at0006) under the heading ''Findings'' (at0003). In the specialization ''exam of the fetus'' the concept ''Detail'' would be misplaced if it was declared, for instance, under ''Clinical Description'' (at0002).
The validation of the repositories has found 18 inconsistent archetypes in the CKM repository (22.2%) and 45 in the NHS repository (21.2%). The analysis of the results indicates that the most common mistake is changing the datatype of an ELEMENT, especially in the NHS repository. In addition, errors related to coding (coded text replacement, incompatible codes and SNOMED-CT) represent about 49% of all modeling errors. Coding errors are more frequent in the NHS repository (62%) than in the CKM (15%). On the contrary, errors defining the structure of archetypes (misplaced concepts) are significantly more frequent in CKM. Finally, the only type of error not found in any repository is the uniquess constraint. The analysis of archetypes reveals that such constraint is barely used in archetype modeling so its chance of violation is low.
The overall performance of the validation approach is acceptable. The mean time of the validation method is about 1.3 s per archetype and is nearly the same in both repositories. This time largely depends on the performance of the reasoner and on the axioms chosen for the representation. The mean time for processing the ADL definitions and generating the OWL representation is about 0.5 s per archetype. The generation of OWL archetypes is supported by a model-driven approach in that software artefacts (i.e. ADL files, OWL ontologies, XML schemas, terminologies) are represented as models and transformation rules support the generation process. Such architecture slightly penalizes the performance of the process, but the development and maintenance of the software is largely improved.
In this section we have summarized the main results. The precise report about the errors found in the archetypes of these repositories and the validation time for each archetype can be found at http://miuras.inf.um.es/archeck.
Discussion
Some advanced EHR architectures and standards are based on the dual model-based architecture, which represent clinical knowledge by means of archetypes. A key aspect for the success of such architectures is the availability of good archetypes. So far, despite the identification of the need for quality criteria and best practices in its design, the availability of methods for measuring the quality of archetypes is really limited. By quality of archetypes we refer to correct, consistent, precise and usable archetypes from clinical, technical, structural and semantic perspectives. We do not just mean to have an archetype which is correct according to a particular standard, which is the minimum requirement for an archetype. Nevertheless, such basic issue is not treated in a standard way by archetype authoring systems. Archetype design is a complex task and methods for guiding users in its correct construction are needed. A clear example of such need is to guarantee that specialized archetypes are consistent with their parents.
In this paper we have proposed an approach that makes use of OWL technologies for checking the consistency of archetypes and generating accurate, precise validation reports about the errors found in the archetypes. The method proposed in this work focus mainly on the consistency of data structures and the evaluation of terminological bindings in archetype specializations. The former is a technical requisite of archetypes while the latter is a quality indicator of the alignment between archetypes and terminologies. The representation of archetypes, the reference model and terminologies in OWL is the foundation for defining and implementing quality measurements such as the validation of terminological bindings in specializations.
The validation approach
As mentioned in Section 1, the LinkEHR editor [13] deals with the validation of archetypes. Its solution is supported by an algebraic formalism based on types over trees with labeled nodes and implements a subsumption function that represents the conformance relationship in archetype specialization. This approach requires transforming and merging the dual-model architecture into this formalism. The reference model is derived as business archetypes so the subsumption function can be applied both for editing a base archetype or creating a specialization. This method has good properties in terms of genericity since it follows the best practices implemented by this research group in the development of generic archetype-related software. However, the effort needed to implement this method is high, since our colleagues had to define the algebraic formalism, provide representations for the archetypes and the reference model, and design and implement the subsumption function. In case new requirements like checking the consistency of terminological bindings arise, some components might need changes.
Our approach comes from the idea that OWL technologies might be helpful not only for checking the consistency of archetypes, but also make the development and maintenance of the checking methods easier. The OWL community is making huge efforts in the development of effective and efficient reasoning tools, which provide a great value for our task. Thus, the first difference with the LinkEHR approach is that we have not developed an own formalism but use the one provided by OWL. In particular, we have used OWL-DL, the OWL flavor based on Description Logics. The present paper is the result of a research that started in 2009 and whose preliminary results were presented in [45] . Before OWL2, OWL was not able to support the data value constraints required for working with archetypes. Moreover, recent versions of some reasoners do not provide the full support for such constraints yet although, fortunately, Hermit does. This means that we have not needed to define either a formalism or a reasoner to validate archetypes. Our validation process relies on the inference capabilities of reasoners, especially for finding subsumption relationships and unsatisfiable classes. Our effort was then put on analyzing the best way for keeping archetype semantics within OWL technologies. The method presented in Section 3 is mostly devoted to the analysis of archetype semantics and providing an equivalent representation in OWL-DL. Despite the implementation of the OWL representation of archetypes is based on an approach using model-driven engineering techniques, the method is not a rulebased system. Archetypes, the reference model and terminologies expressed in OWL-DL constitute a knowledge base on which reasoners infer implicit knowledge. Processing such inferences is the basis for checking the consistency of archetypes and implementing quality measurements. The semantics of a DL knowledge base is defined according to a model theory. A concept is satisfiable if there exists some model in which the concept can have instances and a concept C subsumes a concept D if all individuals of D are individuals of C in all possible models. Therefore, we think this method cannot be considered rule-based, despite DL languages are subsets of first order logic, because inferences of the DL system are not extended beyond the semantics of the constructions offered by the DL language. In particular, OWL2-DL has SROIQ DL expressivity. Rule languages like Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) do permit such extension, but Archeck does not use SWRL. Thus, the accuracy of results depends on the representation of archetype constraints in OWL-DL. We have covered all the constraints defined in the archetype model, for which a representation in OWL-DL has been proposed. Unitary tests have been used to evaluate their correctness.
Besides, this approach also provides a natural solution for semantic activities like checking the consistency of terminological bindings, because most terminologies are also available in OWL format, SNOMED-CT being the most clinically relevant nowadays. SNOMED-CT includes more than 300,000 concepts and it is available in OWL, but reasoning with this ontology is a time consuming task. Reasoners such as ELK [46] are able to classify the ontology in seconds, but they cannot be used in this work because its expressiveness is not enough for the requirements of archetype validation. Fact++ [35] is the most efficient general purpose reasoner and classifies SNOMED-CT in minutes. Therefore, it is not practical currently to use the complete SNOMED-CT ontology in a reasoning task although, as for datatypes constraints support, it will eventually be. Thus, our solution was to use the minimal subset of SNOMED-CT terms relevant for checking the correctness of the archetype. Working with SNOMED-CT subsets has been recommended in international reports (see, for instance, [6] ). The selection of terminology subsets is a hot research topic [47] [48] [49] , although our solution does not intend to be general but just serve to our validation purpose.
The examples in this paper are illustrated using one terminology, SNOMED-CT. However, the method would be able to deal with multiple terminologies. The only requisite would be the availability of the terminology in OWL. In such case, the binding to any terminology would be expressed as to SNOMED-CT. For instance, if the concept of the example in Section 3.4 would contain a binding to ''Physical Findings'' in LOINC, then the representation would be the one shown in Fig. 10 .
This validation method can be applied to any EHR architecture based on the dual model approach. For instance, we have made successful test with ISO EN 13606 archetypes. However, given that there are not many of such archetypes publicly available to date and that we do not know any publicly accessible repository of ISO EN 13606 archetypes, only openEHR repositories were used in the evaluation experiment. The OWL representation of the reference model is automatically generated from a UML model or XML schema according to the rules defined in Section 3.1. Thus, the method can be of interest of iniciatives like SemanticHealthNet [50] or CIMI [51] , which are expected to use several information models. Moreover, other types of clinical models are built by constraining a reference model. CEM is an example and a similar approach could be applied to validate such models using OWL technologies. From our perspective, extending our approach to CEM would be of interest given the number of CEM models available.
Our technical approach is different than the one presented in [25] since the semantics of CDA documents and archetypes is different. Their solution is based on subclass axioms and OWL individuals for documents, whereas we have used equivalency axioms and OWL classes for the archetypes.
Modeling OWL archetypes
In literature, the OWL representation of archetypes has been approached in two ways, namely, instance-based and class-based. The former is supported by an ontology that defines the concepts of the dual-model architecture [15] . In that approach, archetypes are represented as individuals (i.e. data objects) of the concepts of that ontology. Reasoners are able to check archetype definitions at data level, for example, the constraints are applied to the reference model concepts, cardinality range is an integer, order constraint is declared once at most and so on. Our research group has found this representation useful to implement advanced search mechanisms and classification of archetypes based on semantic web technologies [15] , as well as interoperability solutions [16] . However, the conformance relationship in archetype specialization cannot be easily validated.
Some application domains also require the representation of EHR extracts in OWL ( [18, 19] ). This requirement imposes archetyped concepts to be defined as classes, thus EHR extracts being individuals of those classes. This approach also allows the validation of archetype definitions, but the scope of the validation highly depends on the axioms used for the class definition. These approaches make use of subclass axioms, which are not appropriate to check the consistency of archetyped concept declarations. This issue is illustrated through the next example. Table 5 shows two identical class declarations that cannot be inferred as equivalent classes. Subclass axioms express necessary constraints on the instances of a class, but these constraints are not enough to assert that both classes represent the same set of instances. This happens because OWL is not just a constraint language but uses the open-world assumption. Given that the specialization relationship between archetyped concepts is known in advance, the representation might be enhanced by asserting that CLUSTER_2 is subclass of CLUSTER_1. However, this solution does not work because an occurrence constraint can be violated, but the definitions remain consistent, as shown in Table 5 .
Therefore, we have proposed a class-based OWL representation of archetypes supported by equivalency axioms due to the inferencing capabilities of OWL-DL reasoners. This representation al- lows for finding subsumption relationships between concept definitions, since they express necessary and sufficient conditions to classify an individual as member of the class. These subsumption relationships support our validation method.
OWL does not provide a built-in support for defining the order of individuals in multivalued attributes, and different modeling solutions might be applied. Table 6 shows two approaches for representing the order constraint of multivalued attributes. The one in the first column [52] applies a modeling pattern for dealing with order in OWL. It should be noted that the complexity of the axiom depends on the number of concepts in the attribute. Not only the readability is low but also the nesting of the expression is not good for reasoning. This is why our approach (shown in the second column) is based on using two disjoint classes (ORDERED and UNORDERED) and the universal quantification axiom. This representation is correct for checking the order constraint, even though the same class (e.g. ELEMENT_at0001) appears in different attributes with contradictory constraints (ordered and unordered).
In Section 3.3.2 we mentioned that our initial OWL representation of archetypes was extended to precisely identify the error in the archetype. Such extension is not needed if the user requirement is just to know whether the archetype is correct. We might have used for such purpose the methods for precise justification of entailments developed by the OWL community (see for instance [53] ). However, given that the expected final user of the validation service is an archetype designer, we thought that the output should be precise and easy to understand, so we decided to make that extension to the representation.
About the results
The approach has been implemented in the Archeck tool. Archeck is also deployed as a web service to facilitate its integration with third-party applications. For instance, it is available in Arch-MS [54] , the system for the management of archetypes developed by our research group. The current version of Archeck requires users to feed the system with all the ADL archetypes needed for the validation. The service included in ArchMS feeds Archeck with archetypes stored in its repository.
In this research work, the largest collections of publicly available openEHR archetypes, that is, CKM and the NHS archetype repositories, have been evaluated. The usefulness of our method has been proven since a significant number of specialized archetypes have been found inconsistent in these repositories. Finding inconsistent specialized archetypes was an expected result given the current lack of good practices and processes for archetype design and given that most archetype editors do not guarantee the consistency of specializations. However, we did not expect such high percentage. This result reinforces the need for making serious efforts in improving archetype design processes.
The analysis of the types of errors reveals that the most frequent one appears in both repositories, whereas some types of errors are more frequent in CKM and some are more frequent in the NHS repository. This fact probably indicates that both communities should take actions to prevent such types of frequent mistakes.
The terminological bindings are an important quality indicator for archetypes since they provide the meaning of each archetype concept. However, in our validation experiment, most archetypes did not contain such bindings, which is another issue that has to be improved in the existing archetypes. The CDA documents used in [25] had many SNOMED-CT bindings, and their validation reported a high percentage of documents with errors. This also supports the idea that terminological bindings are crucial for performing the validation of clinical models, and that the rate of errors found in the archetypes studied in this paper could be higher in case the corresponding terminological bindings had been available.
The validation tool not only checks whether an archetype is consistent with regards to the reference model and the parent archetype, but also identifies precise errors by concept and attribute. However, these errors are associated with the primary archetype constraints (e.g. order, type conformance) and require the context of the specialized archetype and its parent to detect high level modeling errors (e.g. expanding the code set in coded texts).
The time needed to validate the archetypes is acceptable and this time is the result of generating the OWL archetype plus checking such transformed archetype. The connection of Archeck with semantic archetype management systems like ArchMS will allow to execute this process faster, since ArchMS manages OWL archetypes. The validation time is slightly higher than the results presented in [45] because the current validation method detects more types of errors. Consequently, the quality of the solution has improved without a severe time penalization. The results of the analysis of the archetype repositories have been validated, and we have not found any false positive.
Conclusions
The need for quality criteria and best practices in archetype design has been recognized in recent years, but the availability of methods for measuring the quality of archetypes is really limited. Moreover, given that archetype modeling is a complex task, methods for guiding users in its correct construction are needed.
In this work, OWL is proposed as the foundation for helping users in modeling consistent archetypes and for defining and implementing quality measurements. The OWL-based representation of archetypes requires the reference model to be available in OWL since archetype constructions are represented as constraints of reference model entities. The ODM proposal provides the guidelines to implement the reference model in OWL. The availability of the SNOMED-CT terminology in OWL allows us to measure the quality of terminological bindings in archetype specializations. We have proposed a method based on OWL technologies for validating specialized archetypes. The method has been implemented in a software tool and has been used for checking the correctness of the archetypes contained in two publicly available archetypes repositories. The results show the usefulness of our approach and that a significant percentage of existing, publicly available specialized archetypes contain errors. Given that archetypes are considered a semantic interoperability exchange unit, such errors should be avoided.
In previous works, an alternative OWL representation of archetypes based on individuals was proposed. Both representations are complementary since we have used them for different tasks. We are currently evaluating how such representations could support the integration of reference models and the transformation of archetypes based on those models. We think that such representation should be useful in initiatives like CIMI or SemanticHealthNet since they would need to provide solutions for such tasks.
As further work, we are currently defining archetype modeling patterns that promote the alignment of archetypes with terminologies. These patterns are based on the proposed OWL representation of archetypes. The use of such patterns can be considered as a measurement of archetype design quality. Moreover, the quality of slot definitions in the context of the archetype management tool ArchMS is going to be evaluated when such terminologies alignment methods become available.
